Preparing to Apply to ITEP
Middle School and High School Authorization (5-12)

These are the items you need and the steps you take in preparation for applying to the ITEP program at the secondary authorization level(s).

- Admissions advising appointment with Lynda Pullen, lpullen@pdx.edu
- TOEFL Exam meeting PSU language proficiency requirements
- PSU Application to MA in Curriculum and Instruction
- Official transcripts in a sealed envelope from all institutions
- Certified English translation of all transcripts
- Diploma in original language and English translation
- Teaching license in original language and English translation
- National Evaluation Series Essential Academic Skills test score report
- National Evaluation Series (NES) specialty area test score report
- Prerequisite Classes
  - ED 420/520 Introduction to Education and Society
  - Departmental Recommendation form with required subject area courses